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Reconstruction of dynamic systems as applied to secure communications
V. S. Anishchenko, A. N. Pavlov, and N. B. Yanson
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~Submitted June 16, 1997!
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An analysis is made of a method of reconstructing signals which parametrically modulate a
chaotic generator using a one-dimensional realization of its oscillation process. Test examples are
used to demonstrate the efficiency of this method for simultaneous independent transmission
of several information signals over a single communication channel. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00112-3#
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INTRODUCTION

One line of research in modern nonlinear dynamics
the reconstruction of dynamic systems. Interest in this pr
lem over the last seventeen years was stimulated by the
pearance of Refs. 1 and 2. Packardet al.1 showed that the
phase portrait of the attractor of a dynamic system can
reconstructed from the scalar time seriesai5a( iDt) if data
from the same seriesai , taken after some delay, are used
the missing coordinates of the state vector. In Ref. 2
possibility of reconstructing the phase portrait of an attrac
using a one-dimensional time series was given theore
foundation in the form of the Takens theorem.

The appearance of Ref. 2 was the precursor to using
theorem to predict system behavior,3,4 and to calculate the
metric5 and dynamic6 characteristics of an attractor using
time series. In a study published in 1987, Cremers
Hübler7 proposed a method of reconstructing the equat
for a dynamic system using its one-dimensional realizati
The idea of this method~global reconstruction method! has
been developed in a wide range of studies~for instance,
Refs. 8–10!.

Despite some differences in the global reconstruction
gorithms used by different researchers, they all propos
solve the modeling problem in two stages. The first involv
calculation of the embedding space dimensionn. After the
value of n has been selected, the phase portrait of the
namic system is reconstructed using the scalar time serie
addition to the delay method,1,2 any of the methods propose
in Ref. 11 can be used for this purpose. At the second s
of the algorithm, the general form of the mathematical mo
is defined and the evolution equations specified.

When series differentiation of the initial time series
used to reconstruct the phase portrait,7–11 the mathematica
model has the form

dx1

dt
5x2 ,

dx2

dt
5x3 , . . . ,

dxn

dt
5 f ~x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn ,m!, ~1!

where f is the nonlinear function which needs to be det
mined andm is the vector of the parameters.
1401063-7842/98/43(12)/7/$15.00
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This method of reconstruction envisages that the gen
form of the functionf (x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn ,m) must be defineda
priori . In general, even an approximate form of this functi
is impossible to determinea priori and thus, this function is
usually represented as an expansion in terms of a ce
basis and the expansion coefficients determined numeric
In addition to the standard basis 1,x1 ,x1

2 ,x1x2 , . . . , thenon-
linearity can also be approximated by an expansion in te
of any set of orthogonal basis functions~such as Legendre
polynomials!. In any case, however, the need to define
form of the function f is a serious disadvantage of th
method of reconstructing the dynamic model of a system

A fundamentally different situation arises when the e
plicit form of the nonlinear functionf is knowna priori and
only the expansion coefficients are unknowns. In this ca
the global modeling problem can be solved to a certain
curacy, which is determined by the number of points in t
initial time series available for observation, the smallness
the discretization step, and the accuracy of writing the d
In Ref. 12 we showed that a consequence of solving
problem of reconstructing the mathematical model may
interesting applications, one of which is the use of the rec
struction technique to obtain secure communications.

It should be noted that the appearance of wide range
applied problems in modern nonlinear dynamics~including
secure communications! in recent years has been stimulat
by the development of concepts of dynamic chaos, espec
the phenomenon of synchronized chaos. This effect was u
by the authors of pioneering work on the confidentiality
transmitted information, using wide-band oscillations of
chaotic generator as a masking13–15 or carrier signal.16–18

The first case was based on the principle of the synchron
tion of chaotic systems proposed in Ref. 19. An alternat
method of securing transmitted information involved the e
perimental control of chaos.20,21

Here we propose a new method of solving the probl
of secure communications based on the global reconstruc
of a dynamic system. Whereas in Ref. 12 this method w
only illustrated for a single example, that is a modified ge
erator with inertial nonlinearity,22,23 we shall now presen
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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results of its application using the Lorenz and Ro¨ssler mod-
els. We shall also report results obtained for this type
generator which were not completely reflected in our pre
ous study.

METHOD

We shall analyze a certain generator of dynamic ch
whose mathematical model is known

dx

dt
5F~x,m0!, xPRn, m0PRm, ~2!

wherex is the vector of state,F is the vector of the right-
hand sides of the model system, andm0 is the vector of the
constant values of the parameters.

We shall implement relatively slow modulation of a
arbitrary number of parameters of the information sign
m i(t), i.e., we shall introduce the variables

m i* 5m i
01m i~ t !, ~3!

which allows several communications to be transmitted
multaneously. In this case, the signal transmitted by the c
munication channel, comprising a one-dimensional real
tion of the oscillatory process of the chaotic generator
generated by a nonautonomous dynamic system

dx

dt
5F~x,m01m~ t !!,

m05~m1
0 ,m2

0 , . . . ,mm
0 !,

m~ t !5~m1~ t !,m2~ t !, . . . ,mm~ t !!. ~4!

In order to solve the problem of synthesizing dynam
systems using an observable one-dimensional realization
system~4! should be reduced to the form~1!. This implies
that by replacing the variables, we need to transform
right-hand sides such that instead of the vector functionF
there remains only a single scalar nonlinear functionf ,
which may have a very complex form, such as

f 5
P

Q
, P~x!5 (

l 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n50

n1

Cl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n)k51

n

xk
l k ,

(
k51

n

l k<n1 ,

Q~x!5 (
l 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n50

n2

Dl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n)k51

n

xk
l k ,

(
k51

n

l k<n2 , n2,n1 , ~5!

where Cl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n
, Dl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n

generally depends on tim

and is uniquely related to the parametersm i* of the sys-
tem ~4!.

For the model systems considered here, i.e., Lore
Rössler, and a generator with inertial nonlinearity, the
transformations will be made in the following section. Sin
it is assumed that the average rate of change in the pa
eters is small compared with the base frequency of the g
f
i-

s
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-

s
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erator oscillations~2!, i.e., dm i* /dt!dxj /dt for any i and j ,
we can introduce the time intervalt0 during which the values
of the parameters can permissibly be assumed to be alm
constant, i.e., for times of the order oft0 we can neglect the
nonautonomy of the system~4!. This means that it is possibl
to reconstruct instantaneous values of the system param
using short sections of its one-dimensional realization, i.e.
reproduce the information signalsm i(t) which parametri-
cally modulate the chaotic generator.

If the condition dm i* /dt!dxj /dt is not satisfied, we
must take into account the time derivatives of the parame
when transforming the system~4! to the form ~1!, which
makes the nonlinear functionf substantially more complex
and impedes the solution of the global reconstruction pr
lem.

By applying the reconstruction technique to the on
dimensional realizationx1(t) of the chaotic generator which
can be measured at the exit of the transmitting device,
information receiver, knowing the general form of the ma
ematical model~2!, isolates the useful signalsm i(t). To do
this, the receiver must differentiate the realizationx1(t) n
times, thus determining the left-hand sides of the model s
tem~1!. As a result, the problem of determining the values
the parameters at a given time reduces to the need to solv
algebraic equation with a certain number of unknowns~when
f can be represented in the form~5!, these unknowns are th
coefficientsCl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n

andDl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n
, which are uniquely

related to the parametersm i* of the system~4!!. Since a
discretized time dependencex1( iDt) rather than an analog
signal is required for computer processing, the derivati
are clearly determined at discrete timesiDt using approxi-
mate numerical differentiation formulas.

We can approximate the unknown coefficients by wr
ing a system ofK algebraic equations (K5@ t0 /Dt#) for L
unknowns (L!K) and solving this by the least square
method. Quite clearly, the approximation error decrea
with decreasingL. Thus, in order to implement the propose
method of secure communication in practice, the model s
tem must be simplified as far as possible. If the series
parameters of the system~4! remains unchanged, it is advis
able to assume that these are predefined and approxima
fewer unknowns.

MODELS INVESTIGATED

We selected the Lorenz, Ro¨ssler, and generator with in
ertial nonlinearity models as chaotic oscillators.

a! Lorenz system. We shall analyze the equations fro
the well-known Lorenz model

dx

dt
5s~y2x!,

dy

dt
5rx2y2xz,

dz

dt
52bz1xy. ~6!

We shall assume that thex coordinate of the system~6!
is selected as the carrier signal. It was shown in Ref. 8
for this case, the transformation of~6! to the form ~1! can
give a simpler form of the functionf than that for the other
two coordinates of the Lorenz equations. As a result of t
transformation, which is made by the change of variable
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X5x, Y5s~y2x!, Z5s@~r 1s!x2~s11!y2xz#,
~7!

we obtain the system

dX

dt
5Y,

dY

dt
5Z, . . . ,

dZ

dt
5 f ~X,Y,Z,m!,

m5~s,r ,b!, ~8!

f 5bs~r 21!X2b~s11!Y2~b1s11!Z

2X2Y2sX31
Y@~s11!Y1Z#

X
, ~9!

which generally contains three unknown parameters. Us
the Lorenz model as an example we demonstrate that se
transmission of information can be achieved by modulat
only one of its parameters, for exampleb. In this case, for-
mula ~9! is best rewritten as follows:

f 1~s11!Z1X2Y1sX32
Y@~s11!Y1Z#

X

5b@s~r 21!X2~s11!Y2Z#. ~10!

Sinces andr are assumed to be known, andY, Z, andf
can be determined by numerical differentiation of the tim
seriesx( iDt) obtained by integrating the system~6!, where
Dt is the discretization step, which is taken to be 0.025
all the models studied, Eq.~10! is merely a linear algebraic
equation with a single unknown.

Theoretically, in order to determine the instantaneo
value ofb, we need to know the phase coordinates and th
derivatives only at one moment of time. In practice, we ne
to analyze a short section of the scalar time series and
proximate the value ofb using the results of calculations a
different times in the intervalt0 during which the value of
the parameter can be considered to be almost consta
order to improve the accuracy of calculating the parame

b! Generator with inertial nonlinearity. A modified gen-
erator with inertial nonlinearity22,23 was taken as the secon
model system

dx

dt
5m0x1y2xz,

dy

dt
52x,

dz

dt
5g0z10.5g0~x1uxu!x. ~11!

We shall assume that the signal emitted by the gener
is a one-dimensional realizationy(t). The system~11! is
transformed to the form~1! by changing the variables

Y5y, Z52x, X52m0x2y1xz, ~12!

as a result of which the generator equations have the fo

dY

dt
5Z,

dZ

dt
5X,

dX

dt
5 f ~X,Y,Z,m!, m5~m0 ,g0!,

~13!

f 5
X~X1Y!

Z
1~m0g021!Z

2g0~X1Y!10.5g0~ uZu2Z!Z2. ~14!
g
ure
g

r

s
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d
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The model of a generator with inertial nonlinearity w
used to illustrate the possibility of simultaneously transm
ting two independent information signals along a single co
munication channel. For this purpose the parameterm0 was
modulated by a wide-band chaotic signal obtained by in
grating the Ro¨ssler equation and the parameterg0 was modu-
lated by the harmonic signal

dx

dt
5~m01dx1!x1y2xz,

dy

dt
52x,

dz

dt
52g0~11k1sin~vt !!@z20.5~x1uxu!x#,

dx1

dt
5k~2y12z1!,

dy1

dt
5k~x11ay1!,

dz1

dt
5k~b1z1~x12c!!, ~15!

where k is a constant which renormalizes the time in t
Rössler model such that the process of variation of the
rameterm* 5m01dx1 is slower than the oscillations of th
generator.

A transformation of the equation for a generator w
inertial nonlinearity to the form~13! assuming slowly vary-
ing parameters can give the functionf in the form ~14! pro-
vided thatm0 and g0 are replaced bym* 5m01dx1 and
g* 5g0(11k1sin(vt)), respectively, i.e.,

f 2
X~X1Y!

Z
1Z5m* g* Z2g* @X1Y10.5~ uZu2Z!Z2#.

~16!

If we introduce the notations* 5m* g* , Eq. ~16! can be
considered to be a linear algebraic equation with two
knownss* andg* , which are found using a short scalar tim
series by the least squares method. The instantaneous
of the parameterm* can then be uniquely determined from
knowledge ofs* andg* .

c! Rössler system.
We take they coordinates of the Ro¨ssler model as the

carrier signal

dx

dt
52y2z,

dy

dt
5x1ay,

dz

dt
5b1z~x2c!. ~17!

By analogy with the previous model~11!, we transform
~17! to the form~13! by changing the variables8

Y5y, Z5x1ay, X5ax1~a221!y2z. ~18!

We then obtain the following form of the nonlinear fun
tion f :

f 52b1~a2c!X2cY1~ac21!Z

2aY22aZ22aXY1XZ1~a211!YZ. ~19!

We assume that the vectorm5(a,b,c) contains two un-
known parametersb and c which are modulated by the in
formation signals. Equation~19! can then be rewritten a
follows:
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f 2aX1Z1aY21aZ21aXY2XZ2~a211!YZ

52b2c~X1Y2aZ!. ~20!

The unknownsb and c of the linear algebraic equatio
~20! can again be obtained by applying the least squa
method to the results of calculating the parameters at
times iDt of the discretized signalyi5y( iDt) within the
short time to . The Rössler model is used to illustrate th
possibility of transmitting graphical information by modula
ing two of its parameters with the information signals.

RESULTS

Before giving some specific results which confirm t
efficiency of the proposed method of secure commun
tions, we shall make a few observations. A characteri
feature of the global reconstruction method is that it can
applied not only to steady-state signals but also to trans
processes. Although the Takens theorem,2 to which reference
is usually made when reconstructing phase portraits,
demonstrated for the case where the signal is a o
dimensional projection of a phase trajectory assigned to

FIG. 1. Law of variation of the parameterb in a Lorenz system.
s
e

-
ic
e
nt
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e-
e

attractor of a dynamic system, the assignment of the ph
trajectory to the attractor is not a necessary condition for
modeling problem. We have already observed that beca
of the relatively slow variation of the parameters, we c
introduce the time intervalt0 during which it is permissible
to assume that the values ofm i* in Eq. ~3! are almost con-
stant and the system~4! is autonomous. Since for the sam
values of the parameters the motion along the attractor
the transient processes are described by the same equa
the transience of the signal in the communications chan
during the timet0 is not of fundamental importance for de
termining the instantaneous values ofm i* .

We also note that any method of transferring informati
should be analyzed in terms of its performance under no
conditions of varying origin. Thus, in all the examples e
amined below, a normally distributed random quantity with
variance of 1024 was added to the information signals pe
forming the parametric modulation.

a! Lorenz system.We shall take the law of variation o
the parameterb to be a stepped time dependence similar
that plotted in Fig. 1. This type of signal can be used
transmit graphical information. To illustrate this we sha
scan the well-known Raphael painting of the Sistine M
donna~Fig. 2a! with 2003300 resolution. We shall divide
the range of variation of the parameterbP@2 – 3# into 256
subranges, each corresponding to a shading gradation o
black and white image. The useful signal is a depende
such as that shown in Fig. 1, where each subrange of va
tion of the parameter corresponds to a particular step hei
The carrier signal~the time dependencex(t) of the Lorenz
system!, divided into the same number of subranges as
information signal, is shown in Fig. 2b. By applying th
global reconstruction method, we isolated the modulat
signal~Fig. 2c!. Similar results were obtained by modulatin
the parameterr in system~6!.

We note that having selected a stepped time depend
FIG. 2.
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FIG. 3.
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as the law of parametric modulation, we must recognize
we cannot use formula~10! for the switching time between
subranges since it is abundantly clear that in the immed
vicinity of the switching time the system parameter can
be considered to be slowly varying. Thus, the derivativ
dm i /dt must be taken into account when transforming
system~4! to the form~1!. This can be avoided by selectin
fairly large widths for each step and disregarding the sm
sections near the switching times.

b! Generator with inertial nonlinearity.We shall dem-
onstrate the possibility of transmitting two signals simul
neously: a chaotic and a regular one. We turn our attentio
the system~15! in which we select the following values fo
the constants:d50.025, g050.2, m051.5, v50.006,
k150.05,k50.025,a50.15,b50.2, andc510.0. The time
dependences of the parametersm* andg* of this system are
illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. The information receiv
knowing the form of the nonlinear function~16!, receives the
signal ~Fig. 3c! and reconstructs the modulation signa
~Figs. 3d and 3e!.

c! Rössler system.By analogy with the Lorenz model
we take a stepped time dependence as the parametric m
lation law which allows us to transmit graphical informatio
at

te
t
s
e

ll

-
to

,

du-

However, two of its parameters,b andc, will now be modu-
lated by the useful signals. We take two fragments of L
onardo da Vinci’s painting ‘‘Madonna of the Rocks’’~Figs.
4a and 4b! and scan them with 2003250 resolution. The
range of variation of each parameterbP@0.1– 0.3# and
cP@8 – 12# is again divided into 256 subranges. Figure
shows the initial fragments of the painting~Figs. 4a and 4b!
reconstructed using the global reconstruction techni
~Figs. 4d and 4e!, and also the signal in the communicatio
channel~Fig. 4c!.

A disadvantage of this method of transmitting a grap
cal image is that the information receiver must know t
resolution which was used for scanning since the isola
signal is a single realization. This can be circumvented
follows. Let us assume that one of the parameters is mo
lated by a signal carrying information on the scanned grap
cal image. Simultaneous modulation of a second param
can transmit information on the resolution. If we introdu
thex andy coordinates of points on the transmitted fragme
of the painting, one method of transmitting the graphic
image is shown in Fig. 5. The number of steps~Fig. 5b! will
carry information on the resolution along they axis while the
resolution along thex axis can be determined from the rat
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FIG. 4.
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of the step width to the corresponding value for Fig. 5a.
The possibility of simultaneously modulating differe

parameters of a dynamic system by information sign
means that the methods of transmitting a graphical image
be varied. In the simplest case when some drawing is tra
mitted using only two colors~black and white!, i.e., the use-
ful signal is a binary sequence of symbols~0 or 1!, the rate of
transmission of the information by modulating two para
ls
an
s-

-

eters of the dynamic system can be enhanced by transmi
only the coordinates of points corresponding to one parti
lar color. Quite clearly, other methods of transmitting grap
cal information can also be suggested.

CONCLUSIONS

Here we have illustrated a new method for secure co
munication based on the global reconstruction of dynam
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systems. The selected model systems were Lorenz
Rössler systems and a generator with inertial nonlinear
The results confirm the efficiency of the proposed meth
and also its reliability in the presence of noise considera
exceeding the thermal and shot noise of real electronic
vices.

Theoretically, the proposed method imposes no c
straints on the number of parameters which can be va
simultaneously. In practice such constraints arise from
finite accuracy of the calculations ofm i* . In particular, the
instantaneous values ofm i* were not determined with a hig
degree of accuracy when three parameters were modu
simultaneously for the same discretization step (Dt50.025)
and 256 subranges. Thus, when more than two param
are modulated, fewer subranges must be used or the steDt
must be reduced, thereby increasing the number of ca
signal points contained in the ranget0. In this last case, the
parameters of the numerical system must be optimized
these may differ for different model systems.

FIG. 5. One method of transmitting graphical information by simul
neously modulating two parameters.
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.
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These constraints can be ascribed to the purely techn
aspect of implementing the secure transmission of inform
tion, on which we decided not to focus attention in t
present study, confining ourselves to demonstrating the
damental possibility of simultaneously transmitting seve
information signals independently in a single communicat
channel using the global reconstruction technique.
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